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CNS Regeneration: Only on One Condition
The mammalian CNS is usually not capable of regeneration. However,
conditioning dorsal root ganglion neurons by first lesioning their peripheral
axons allows for regeneration of their central axons later on within the spinal
cord. New work shows that, even if the sequence of lesioning is reversed,
regeneration through the CNS lesion can rapidly occur under certain
conditions.
Jerry Silver
Regeneration in the adult central
nervous system (CNS) of mammals is
unsuccessful as a result of the
decreased intrinsic regenerative
capacity of affected neurons,
myelin-associated inhibitory factors
and components of the glial scar [1].
A substantial amount of research
suggests that increasing the growth
potential of damaged sensory neurons
enables them to overcome inhibition
in the injured peripheral nervous
system (PNS) and CNS. A classic
strategy to augment the intrinsic
machinery for regeneration in neurons
is to lesion their axon then wait for
a while, and lesion the axon again. This
first, so-called ‘conditioning lesion’
induces a renewed growth state in an
adult PNS axon that normally
regenerates. Subsequently, the effects
of the initial lesion are tested bymaking
a second lesion (the ‘test lesion’) more
proximally. If the second lesion is
delayed for several days and kept distal
to the cell body, this results in an
acceleration of the rate of secondary
axonal regeneration [2] (Figure 1).
Though this paradigm has been
investigated for the past 40 years, new
work by Frank Bradke and colleagues
[3] in this issue of Current Biology
sheds new light on the basic
mechanisms that underlie this
phenomenon.
The conditioning effect has been
documented in both sensory andmotor
neurons in the mammalian PNS but
also retinal ganglion cells within the
optic nerve in species, such as
goldfish, that can regenerate certain
types of CNS axons [4]. The dorsal root
ganglion (DRG) contains a population
of unusual, dendrite-less neurons that
maintain two distinct axons, one on
either side of the cell body. The
centrally directed axon still resides in
an environment rich in Schwann cells
and extends all the way to the dorsal
root entry zone. Importantly, for some
as yet unknown reason, a prior lesion
of the dorsal root axon in the PNS
between the cell body and the spinal
cord (as well as its extension into the
CNS dorsal columns) neither produces
a detectable cell body response or
changes in protein synthesis, nor does
it appear to alter the regeneration rate
of the central or peripheral axons [5].
Regeneration in the root remains
sluggish and halts abruptly at the
PNS–CNS interface [6]. Regeneration
across the dorsal root entry zone or
completely through a lesion in the CNS
is essentially non-existent [7]. In 1999,
Simona Neumann in the lab of Clifford
Woolf [8] addressed a fundamental
question: Can conditioning overcome
potently inhibitory substrates such as
those encountered by regenerating
axons within the CNS? Indeed, they
showed that a peripheral conditioning
lesion could lead to enhanced regrowth
of sensory fibers in the vicinity of
a surgical lesion within the dorsal
columns (Figure 1). While such central
regeneration was relatively meager
(on the order of a few millimeters),
the result has stimulated renewed
excitement about understanding the
conditioning phenomenon.
In order to be therapeutically relevant
to regeneration biology in the CNS,
the conditioning effect needs to be
elicited after and not before a central
lesion and it is obviously preferable to
avoid sacrifice of peripheral nerves.
While the complex sequence of events
underlying this phenomenon is still
being worked out, the conditioning
effect is likely due to the renewed
activation or repression of an array of
regeneration-associated genes (RAGs)
regulated by a variety of transcription
factors that, in turn, leads to the
synthesis of abundant regeneration-
associated proteins. Some
cytoskeletal and other proteinsmade in
the cell body are transported down the
regenerating axon where they likely
contribute to a reservoir of pre-made
material that is at the disposal of the
growth cone upon re-lesion [9].
However, it is now becoming clear
that newly transcribed mRNAs also
enter the regenerating axon. Such
regeneration-associated mRNAs may
be able to be rapidly translated into
new growth-inducing proteins near the
tip of the re-severed axon [10,11]. Also,
it is clear that cAMP [12], as well as
inflammation within the ganglion [6],
are involved in the conditioning
effect since injection of cAMP or
inflammatory provoking agents into the
DRG can mimic the effects of overt
lesioning. Importantly, it has been
shown that a regeneration-enhancing
effect can be stimulated in adult
mammalian retinal ganglion cells by
lens injury or an inflammatory agent
placed within the vitreous body [13].
These observations provide evidence
that certain mammalian neurons whose
axons reside solely within the CNS
can also be conditioned.
Given the nearly four decades of
investigation into the conditioning
effect, one would have thought that
many if not all of the most fundamental
questions about this interesting
phenomenon had already been
addressed. But now, Frank Bradke and
colleagues [3], writing in this issue of
Current Biology, have answered two
critical, clinically relevant issues: Can
DRG neurons become conditioned
peripherally after a central lesion? Are
there any circumstances where DRG
axons injured first in the dorsal
columns can be stimulated to later on
traverse the lesion upon conditioning?
The answer to the first question is
surprisingly: ‘yes’. The answer to the
second question is also ‘yes’, but
depends upon the size of the lesion. It
needs to be small enough to avoid
scarring, which means really small [3].
First, the authors examined whether
centrally injured adult rat DRGs would
up-regulate RAGs after a subsequent
peripheral lesion. Remarkably, allCURBIO 7242_7260
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R445tested RAGswere upregulatedmultiple
fold in DRG neurons conditioned two,
four, or even eight weeks after the
CNS lesion. Importantly, a similar
upregulation was induced in animals
that were either conditioned before
CNS injury or underwent peripheral
lesion only. As expected, a dorsal
column lesion alone did not
significantly affect the expression of
RAGs compared to unlesioned
controls. They also showed that these
biochemical indices of conditioning
had a biological effect, at least in vitro.
Indeed, neurons conditioned after
CNS injury grew axons as efficiently as
those conditioned before CNS injury
both on permissive substrates as
well as on inhibitory myelin.
They next asked whether the
post-lesioned, conditioned DRG
neurons could actually regenerate in
vivo across a relatively large lesion. It
is possible that the PNS lesion may
induce the centrally injured DRG
neurons into a growth competent state,
but the time delay between lesions
leading to inhibitory changes at the
injury site may block the execution
of their intrinsic potential. Thus,
regeneration could never happen
across the original large lesion. So how
did Bradke and colleagues [3] address
this question? They assessed whether
centrally injured DRG neurons that
were subsequently conditioned two
weeks later could regenerate their axon
beyond a second, fresh central lesion
made after an additional delay of one
week and made more proximal toward
the cell body. In rats that received
a central lesion only, the vast majority
of axons retracted from the caudal
edge of the lesion and formed
dystrophic retraction balls [14]. In
contrast, in all rats conditioned after an
initial CNS injury, axons regenerated
into and a short distance beyond the
second, more caudally placed fresh
central lesion.
How do conditioned DRG axons
manage to cross an old or new lesion?
The use of transgenic mice that
express green fluorescent protein
(GFP) in a few neurons [15] allowed for
an unprecedented level of analysis of
regenerating axons in vivo. Also, the
ability to repeatedly image the same
axon tip over time guarantees that any
axons found within or beyond the
lesion are truly regenerated fibers and
not simply axons that had been spared
by the initial injury. Normally injured
axons within the CNS rapidly withdraw(1) (2)
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Figure 1. Conditioning lesions and regeneration in the CNS and PNS.
The left side of the figure depicts effects in the PNS and the right side depicts effects in the
CNS. (A) After only a single PNS lesion, the rate of regeneration (blue) of severed axons is
comparatively low. (B) After a conditioning lesion (1) in the PNS, the regeneration in the distal
direction (blue) after a more centrally located test lesion (2) is significantly higher. (C) Regen-
eration in the CNS is minimal without conditioning as severed axons cannot cross scars. (D) A
peripheral conditioning lesion (1) stimulates axonal regeneration within a lesion in the CNS (2).from the site of axotomy during
a period of hours to weeks. Such
retraction or ‘dieback’ of the proximal
axon was first described by Ramon y
Cajal [7]. Since these original
observations, there have been differing
reports as to the nature of axonal
retraction, its cause, extent, and timing,
as well as discussion of whether it is
a passive or active process. While the
protracted period of long-distance
dieback is now thought to be due to
direct interactions between dystrophic
axons and activatedmacrophages [16],
it has been suggested that the early
phase of proximal retraction is similar
to Wallerian degeneration of the distal
axon [17]. Interestingly, Bradke and
colleagues [3] found that the acute
attempts at regeneration of
conditioned neurons in the CNS mirror
somewhat those that have been
reported in the periphery. During the
first 5–7 hours post-injury the axons do
not undergo dieback. Instead small
sprouts emerge, not from the nodes of
Ranvier as in the periphery, but rather
directly from the cut tips of manyCURBIO 7242_7260axons. Similarly, neurons conditioned
after an initial central lesion also
showed the rapid production of small
sprouts at the fresh lesion. After time,
the sprouts elongated further and,
although some grew haphazardly,
others penetrated and even grew a bit
beyond the fresh injury site. In contrast,
unconditioned neurons did not form
sprouts but, rather, their severed axons
were tipped with club shaped endings
that retracted from the lesion. These
results show that conditioning does at
least two things. It not only enables
primary sensory neurons to rapidly
grow through a fresh CNS lesion but it
gives them a head start on the typical
unconditioned axon that tends to
retract backwards. Importantly, the
events described in this paper may
help to pinpoint certain proteins
that might be critical for these
most essential features of the
conditioning effect.
Finally, the authors address perhaps
the most interesting question
concerning why normal or even
post-CNS lesioned conditioned axons
Insect Bioacoustics: Mosquitoes
Make an Effort to Listen to Each
Other
As they encounter each other in flight, male and female mosquitoes alter their
wing beat to bring their flight tones closer together. Two recent studies provide
new insights into the complex auditory processing required for this behaviour.
Daniel Robert
As vectors of malaria, dengue and
yellow fever, mosquitoes constitute
a collection of species of urgent
medical importance. After decades
of research into mosquito physiology
and vector transmission, many basic
aspects of mosquito biology are still
poorly understood [1]. In particular,
long-standing questions remain about
the sensory modalities and the
behavioural mechanisms that
mediate mate finding and recognition.
Detailed information on how males
and females find and select each
other is important, because it may be
key to methods effective in controlling
mosquito populations. In terms of
sensory systems, a clear and synthetic
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CNS lesion. Is it possible that the lesion
becomes inhospitable for normal as
well as conditioned axons over some
period of time? Alternatively, axons
may regenerate through the second
central lesion because this injury
simply removes the degenerating tip of
the axon enabling growth from a freshly
cut axon stump. To distinguish
between these extrinsic and intrinsic
possibilities the authors did something
rather challenging and heroic. They
used a two-photon laser to lesion
central sensory axons without creating
traumatic tissue or scarring and then
conditioned and imaged them after
such minimal CNS injury. Would the
axons now regenerate? After
transection of single GFP-labeled
sensory axons in the spinal cord and
after conditioning, the regenerative
axonal sprouts, which took a few
days to get going, grew in different
directions, but by about 6 days, the
sprouting became robust and many
axons grew right through the tiny
central lesion. For the first time it has
been shown unequivocally that axon
regeneration can occur rather quickly
through a primary central lesion upon
subsequent conditioning. However,
this can only occur when the
axotomizing lesion is small enough
not to evoke scarring. The result gives
strong support to the notion that the
lesion environment is a most crucial
determinant in axon regeneration
failure [1].
This new work [3] is deserving of
an accolade not only for the new
information that it has provided, but
also for the many new questions that
it has raised. The authors mention
that in the setting of such small
lesions, even unconditioned axons
showed continuous modest growth.
Therefore, if given enough time,
might unconditioned, normal axons
regenerate at least into or even past
the minimal lesion? What are the
major obstacles that appear after
larger lesions? Scar associated
extracellular matrix molecules, such
as proteoglycans, macrophage attack
of the dystrophic axon as well as the
release of exuberant myelin inhibitory
factors are obvious candidates, but are
there others? Why, in the end, do even
conditioned axons regenerate such
relatively short distances once they
have supposedly passed the lesion
site? Given that microtransplanted
DRGs can regenerate axons longdistances within normal or lesioned
white matter, why don’t conditioned
DRGs keep going once beyond the glial
scar [1]? Now that we have learned that
conditioning can happen in a more
clinically relevant setting, optimizing
this effect in many types of injured
neurons will surely become a focus
in CNS regeneration biology.
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